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Tr ains have
been around for
over 150 years and
they continue to
play a vital role in our economy.
They transport goods over long distances far more cheaply than do
planes or trucks. However, all
those trains mean that there are frequent accidents and, because trains
are so large, these accidents can
cause very serious injuries. Thousands of people are injured by
trains in the United States every
year. Such an injury may give rise
to a claim against a railroad.

Drivers must be especially careful at crossings where there is more
than one set of tracks, because a
train on the first set of tracks may
obscure their view of a train on the
second set of tracks. Never cross
the tracks unless there is room for
your car to drive completely off of
the tracks on the other side. If a
train is anywhere in sight, wait for
it to pass. Needless to say, do not
drive around lowered crossing
gates. It is far better to be a few
minutes late than dead.

Pedestrians also need to exercise caution and should follow the
same rules as drivers. Pedestrians
should cross train tracks only at
marked crossings, and they should
not walk across or fish from a train
trestle because they may be trapped
if a train arrives unexpectedly.
Train tracks should never be used
as paths or walkways. In fact, pedestrians should be very careful
even when walking beside railroad
Continued on page four.
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Of course, the best way to deal
with train collisions is to prevent
them in the first place. Drivers and
pedestrians need to remember that
trains are large and heavy, and they
take a long time to stop. Trains are
confined to their tracks and if you
are on the tracks, they will probably
hit you. Drivers who are crossing a
railroad track should carefully
check for trains before crossing the
tracks, even if the crossing is
equipped with warning devices
such as lights and gates.
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• On average, there is a train collision or derailment every two hours.
• A train carrying hazardous materials derails about every two

weeks.
• More than one-half of accidents involving trains occur at unpro-

tected crossings.
• The federal government says that 80% of all railroad crossings
have inadequate warning devices.
• A train traveling at 55 mph takes nearly one mile to stop after the
emergency brakes are applied.

Please visit our website: www.lawyer-personal-injury-law.com
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Cars are expensive to own and
require the owner to continually buy
“ consumables” such as gas, oil, filters, spark plugs, and windshield
wipers. Among these consumables
are tires, and most car owners understand that they will have to replace
their tires every so often because the
treads will become worn.
However, did you know that you
may also need to replace your tires
because of their age, even if you
have not driven very far and even if
the tires look fine? This is because
tires are usually made of rubber (real
or synthetic), and all rubber products deteriorate with age, even if
they are not actually being used.

You may need to replace your
tires because of their age,
even if you have not driven
very far and even if the tires
look fine.

may pass before the tire tread becomes worn enough to need replacing. Other people buy used or reconditioned tires, the age of which may
be difficult to determine.
In addition, how many of us
have a spare tire in the trunk of our
car that is more than six years old?
Placing such an old spare on a car
can present a danger all its own.
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The specific problem posed by
old tires is the phenomenon of tread
separation. This separation is
caused by oxidation, a process that
causes the structure of the rubber to
break down. When the rubber
breaks down, the tread (the part of
the tire that touches the road) can
separate from the rest of the tire
when the car is moving. Some people believe that it is much harder to

Continued on page three.
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Research conducted in the aftermath of the Firestone tire/Ford
Explorer problems a few years
back shows that tires as few as six
years old may pose a danger to
users because of age-related deterioration, and even the tire industry
(which has consistently downplayed the problem of old tires) has
issued an advisory to its members
recommending that tires should be
replaced after 10 years.
Although many tires are purchased new and are used long before
six years have passed, some are not.
Some people do not drive their cars
very often or very far, and six years

control a car when the tread separates from the tire than it is to control one after an ordinary blowout.
When the tread partially separates, it pulls the car to one side, and
drivers compensate by pulling the
wheel in the other direction. However, when the tread separates completely and falls off, the driver will
be overcompensating, and this overcompensation can cause the vehicle
(SUVs especially) to swerve into
oncoming traffic or to roll over. This
means that tread separation can be a
much more dangerous matter than
can an ordinary tire problem.
Tire safety experts have estimated that hundreds of deaths or
serious injuries have occurred that
can be attributed to age-related tire
failure. To reduce the number of

The number of slip-and-fall injuries that occur each year at businesses and commercial properties
is expected to rise significantly in
the future because the population
of aging baby boomers will lead to
an increase in the number of seniors. Seniors are statistically the
most likely to fall, and when they
do, they tend to require more medical care and more time to recover
from their injuries.
Some suggest that the number
of slip-and-fall cases is likely to
grow not because of America’s aging population but because commercial property owners and man-

agers are taking money-saving
shortcuts that result in more property defects and more falls.
Whatever the cause, the following are suggestions for reducing the
chances of falling, most of which
are just good common sense:
• Use high-traction flooring materials and low-slip cleaning
products;
• Limit the difference in height
between mats and floors to onehalf inch or less;
• Regularly inspect floors and
floor coverings for wear, spills,
and other dangers; and
• Train employees on how to deal
with spills.
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Electricity is an irreplaceable
part of our modern world. In fact,
it is hard to imagine what it was like
living in the days before electricity.
However, it is important to remember that, as useful as it is, electricity
can be dangerous. Remember these
safety tips:
1. Do not touch electrical power
lines, EVER. If working near a
power line, call the electric company to have it shut off. If the
power line is down, stay away.
2. Do not run electrical wiring under carpets or across floors,
even if the wiring is covered by
tape. Walking on wires will
eventually result in the insulation being worn away, increasing the chances of your being
shocked or of starting a fire.
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these deaths or injuries, consumer
advocates have asked the federal
government to require tires to be
marked with an easy-to-understand
“ expiration date” so that a purchaser may easily determine its age.
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The government is considering
this request, but, until then, consumers can check the 10- or 11digit DOT identification number
on their tires. The last 3 or 4 digits
of this number show a tire’s age:
The first 2 give the week it was
made (03 = the 3rd week of the
year; 51 = the 51st week of the
year), and the last 2 digits (or just
the last digit for tires made in 1999

3. Inspect your electrical cords
regularly. If a cord is frayed or
damaged, have it replaced.
4. Use grounded (three-pronged)
plugs. Do not use a grounded
plug in a non-grounded outlet.
5. Install ground fault circuit interrupters (GFCIs) on outlets that
are near water, such as those in
the kitchen and bathroom.
6. Do not pull on electrical cords,
and do not carry corded appliances and power tools around
by their cords.
7. When in doubt, leave electrical
work to a qualified electrician.
When working with electricity,
you may get only one mistake,
and, since that mistake can kill,
you will not learn much.

or earlier) show the year (13 =
2013), so a tire marked “ 0610”
would have been made in the 6th
week of 2010, and currently would
be about 4 years old.
The moral of the story is to
make sure that you replace your
tires, including spares, regularly
and not use a tire that you know is
old, even if it does not appear to be
worn. However, if you or someone
you know has been the victim of an
age-related tire failure, you may
have a products liability claim
against the tire’s manufacturer,
seller, or even the car company that
used the tires on its vehicles. Each
case depends on its facts, and, because such cases are so complex
and require the testimony of so
many experts, it is best to have a
lawyer help you determine whether
you have a claim.
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Do you know of someone who
defrauded the federal government?
Are you willing to bring a lawsuit
on the government’s behalf? If so,
the government may be willing to
pay you under a federal law known
as the False Claims Act (FCA).
The FCA allows individuals to
bring a lawsuit on behalf of the
government. If successful, these
lawsuits benefit taxpayers generally, but they also benefit the person bringing the suit specifically.
To “ reward” the person who uncovered the fraud and brought the
claim in the first place, the FCA
allows successful plaintiffs to keep
between 15% and 30% of the
amounts recovered.
Although the most common
kind of FCA lawsuit arises when
the government overpays a contractor who has submitted a false or
“ padded” bill, such a lawsuit can
also arise where companies knowingly sell defective items to the
government, keep money paid to
them by mistake, and commit other
acts of fraud.
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Thank you for trusting our
firm with your legal needs. If
you or someone you know
has been injured due to
somebody else’s carelessness, please call us. We want
to help.
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tracks because trains hang over the
edge of the tracks by at least three
feet on each side—cargo may extend this distance even further.
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Unfortunately, people are sometimes involved in an accident with a
train. If this happens, the nature of
the injured person’s claim may depend on what the person was doing
at the time he or she was injured.
People who are hurt in a collision
with a train may have a negligence
claim against the railroad. To prevail on a negligence claim requires
showing that the railroad owed the
person some duty of care and that
the railroad breached this duty and
caused some injury.
Although trains usually have the
right of way, this does not mean that
trains may go barreling through
crossings at top speed at all times.

Instead, the operator of the train
must use reasonable care, which
may mean slowing down in built-up
areas and keeping a sharp lookout
for vehicles or pedestrians. Reasonable care may also require a railroad
to erect the appropriate warning and
signal devices in order to alert people when a train is coming.
Railroads owe a higher obligation to the passengers who “ ride
the rails.” For historical reasons,
railroads are usually treated as
common carriers, which means
that although they are not insurers
of the safety of their passengers,
they may have an affirmative obligation to protect them from harm,
including injuries that might occur
when the train is derailed. All of the
facts and circumstances surrounding the accident can affect the determination of whether the railroad
was or was not negligent.
If the accident involves an employee of the railroad, the claim is
subject to a federal law called the

Federal Employers’ Liability Act
(FELA). Unlike most workers’
compensation laws, which protect
workers who have been hurt at
work regardless of fault, FELA requires that the injured worker show
that the railroad was negligent.
Railroads do have a general obligation to provide workers with a safe
place to work, and if the worker is
injured because the railroad did not
provide him or her with the appropriate tools or equipment, the railroad may be guilty of negligence.
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Railroad injury lawsuits can involve navigating a minefield of
state and federal laws and will require showing that the railroad
should be liable under the particular circumstances of the case. Do
not do it alone. Get the help of an
experienced personal injury attorney who can help you assess your
claim and pursue all available
sources of recovery.

Actual resolution of legal issues depends upon many factors, including variations of facts and state laws. This newsletter
is not intended to provide legal advice on specific subjects, but rather to provide insight into legal developments and
issues. The reader should always consult with legal counsel before taking action on matters covered by this newsletter.

